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Abstract
Managing user credential is a critical point in organization that
has application island environment such as Diponegoro
University. By so doing, application users will be helped to keep
only one login information for entering those applications. Not
changing login function in each application is the boundary that
has been set when managing credentials. For this reason,
indirectly single-sign-on approach is used in this research.
Meanwhile, applications will be integrated using presentation
integration model in web based environment. Using CodeIgniter
Framework, single-sign-on portal has been developed to handle
single login to applications available in Diponegoro University.
As the result of this research, we found that by using indirectly
single-sign-on approach almost all session variables from
secondary domain application can work well under primary
domain application except the secondary application that uses a
dynamic variable session key. This circumstance will impact a
logging out process when user signs out from primary domain
application.
Keywords: Indirectly Single Sign On, Manage User Credential,
Presentation Integration.

1. Introduction
The need of Diponegoro University for the application of
information system to support the processes of monitoring,
evaluation, and effective and efficient operation is
increasing. In response to this need, any web-based
applications have been developed in consideration to the
facilitation of accessible location and acceleration of
distributing process for any parties requiring. Those
applications that have been developed include Academic
Information System, Personnel Information System,
Executive Information System, Budget Information
System and other applications that are developed to
support the evaluation of a teaching-learning process.
However, a part from the development of those
applications both in the side of quantities and the one in
service facilitating the users to access information in
Diponegoro University environment, it in fact still
emerges certain drawbacks for the application users as

they have to memorize a lot of information of user login
for each of application. This drawback is so significantly
prominent – particularly for those unfamiliar with the
interaction of information technology and those mostly
relatively old in age. Moreover, each of web-based
application has its own different URL address that
sometimes does not use the domain name to ease the
access but using IP address.
In fact, such condition occurs not only in Diponegoro
University environment but also in any other
organizations. Of the cases occurred in the external
environment, the most widely used solution is by using
single-sign-on approach in which a user not merely has
credential but she or he can access a number of
applications in accordance with his or her rights. This
solution can be used as a model to be applied in the
environment of Diponegoro University. Hence, the
indirect single sign-on approach is used in this research
purposely to access any services of web-based information
system application. The application of indirect single signon is conducted by developing the portal of single-sign-on
(SSO Portal) which becomes the primary domain that can
be used to link to any other existing applications that, in
turn, is called as secondary domain application. The SSO
Portal in addition acts as a presentation integrator for any
services of secondary domain application. The indirect
single sign-on approach is chosen in consideration to the
existing limitation that the secondary domain application
has no any changes of logical functions. As a result of this
limitation, the application service having a login function
using Captcha has still not been integrated to the SSO
Portal.

2. Literatures
2.1 Management of Single User Sign-On
Single sign-on is defined as a mechanism in which a user
only with authenticating action can be allowed to access
all computers and the system is in line with his or her
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access rights without any need to use the passwords
repeatedly [7][1][3].
Fig 1 illustrates that the distributed system historically has
some components functioned as the independent security
domains. These components have their own platform, each
of which is connected to the operational and applicative
system and acts as an independent domain in the sense that
an end-user must be identified and independently
authenticated to each accessed domain.
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secondary domain through a number of the following
ways:
1) Directly – information given by the user is directly
sent to the secondary domain as a part of secondary
domain.
2) Indirectly - information given by the user is used to
retrieve the user identification and the credential user
information stored in single sign-on management
information base. The result of retrieval information
further is used as a base for sign-on operation in
secondary domain
3) Immediately – It is by making session in the
secondary domain when initial session is performed
when signing–on to primary domain.
4) Information of user sign-on is temporarily stored or
stored in cache and is used when there is a request to
the secondary domain by users.
The security aspect that needs to be underlined in single
sign-on model is that the secondary domain must believe
in the primary domain to identify the user credentials [5]
and must do authentication and protect the information of
the credential users from any abuse.

2.2 Code Igniter Framework
Fig. 1 - User Sign-On to Multiple Systems [7]

Initially, the user will interact with the primary domain to
make a session in primary domain. To do so, the user must
give a credential that is suitable with primary domain.
Furthermore, to have the service in secondary domain, a
user is required to again login by using credential suitable
for the primary domain.

CodeIgniter refers to a framework to help any
development of web-based application using programming
language of PHP [2]. The aim of this framework
development is to develop the acceleration of application
development by providing a group of libraries frequently
needed in doing certain function. Using the approach of
Model-View-Controller (MVC), it is possible to separate
between logical function and the display of the application.
In its application, this approach makes possible for a web
page to contain a script of web page as minimal as possible
as it is separated from the PHP script.

Fig. 3 – Code Igniter Framework Application Flowchart [2]
Fig. 2 - Single User Sign On to Multiple Services [7]

By using the model of single user sign-on as shown in Fig.
2, the information given by the users a part of the
procedures of sign-on in primary domain can be used in
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Fig 3 shows that in CodeIgniter framework, the file of
index.php serves as a front controller that will initiate the
resource required to operate. Subsequently, Router will
check HTTP request in order to determine what will be
done from the request. If the cache file exists, it will be
directly sent to the browser by normally executing the
system. Prior to the calling of application controller, HTTP
request and the data sent by the user will be firstly filtered
for security.
Furthermore, the controller will call model, core libraries,
helpers, and other resources required to processing certain
requests. As a result, the view will be rendered and sent to
the browser web to be presented. If the caching is activated,
the view will be firstly saved in the cache; thus when there
is an order request, it can be serviced well then.

2.3 Integrated Application Model
Database technology can solve some parts of problem
using a traditional approach. One more accurate definition
for the database refers to a group of data managed to
service some applications efficiently using data
centralization and minimizing the data redundancies [4].
William Tse mentions that there are, at least, 3 (three)
models in the application integration [8][6], including:
1) Integration of presentation. It is a user interface
providing an access in an application. Such model of
presentation integration can be seen in Fig 4. The
benefits of the model of presentation integration are
related to the low risk and cost, relatively stable
availability of technology, simplicity in use, and fast
implementation without any needs to change the data
source.
By contrast, it has some weaknesses
particularly in performance, perception and
unavailability of interconnection between application
and data.
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2) Data Integration refers to a model of data integration
that is directly done in database or data structure from
the application by ignoring the presentation and
business logic when making integration. Fig.5
illustrates the model of data integration.

Fig. 5 - Model of Data Integration, William Tse [8]

The strength of this model is related to its better
flexibility from the presentation model and it can
make the data possible to be used by other
applications. However, if there is a change in data
model, the integration, as a consequence, will no
longer be active.
3) Functional Integration – It is done at the level of
business logic by using the distributed processing
middleware. Fig 6 illustrates the model of functional
integration. The strength of this model is related to its
strong integration capability among other integration
models. Besides, this model uses true code reuse
infrastructure to several applications in enterprise.
Yet, there are some drawbacks of this model in its
implementation such as from the cost or time in view
of high complexity.

Fig.6 - Model of Functional Integration William Tse [8]

Fig. 4 - Model of Presentation Integration, William Tse [8]
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3. Use Case Model and Process Design
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17) System for Host-to-host BRI Bank
18) System for Host-to-host BTN Bank

3.1 Brief Description of Portal Single Sign On
Indirect Single Sign-On is one of approaches to manage
the credential user to each of application in secondary
domain application by storing it as the user information
base. Further, when a user will access the secondary
domain application, he or she will do a searching in the
user information base to check whether the user has a right
to enter the secondary domain application.
In its implementation, SSO portal will act to save the user
information base. As the user uncertainly has an access to
all applications in secondary domain application, SSO
portal also provides a page of control panel to ease the user
to select the application in accordance with the right he or
she has. To illustrate this, a lecturer has a right to access to
academic application but not all of lecturers have an access
to finance application. Thus, the lecturer through the
control panel page can register the credential user only for
the academic application or simultaneously to register to
credential user for the finance application if he or she has
an access for the user information base.
In addition to that, SSO portal also provides a menu of
navigation to select which secondary domain application
will be accessed. When one of the navigation menus is
chosen, he or she will do a request login to secondary
domain application based on the user information base that
has been saved. The user is able to select which the
secondary domain application will be displayed in
navigation menu considering that a user perhaps does not
have any access to all secondary domain applications. .

3.2 Use Case Diagram
As explained in problem background, SSO portal in a
broad line has a function to bridge the applications of web
based information system in the environment of
Diponegoro University so that the users simply remembers
only one information of login to access all of the available
applications. Hence, in the development of this SSO
portal, the first functionality will be divided based on the
group of the users that will access this portal. The group of
the users is presented as follows:
1) Administrator
2) Common Users (for example lecturers and official
employees)
Meanwhile, the second functionality is addressed by
outlining the functions that will have SSO portal as the
application organizer in the environment of Diponegoro
University.
From the identification of the functionalities previously
outlined, the modeling framework of the functional user
administrator and the common users is presented using use
case diagram (Fig.7).
System
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Fig. 7 - Use Case Diagram

3.3 The Design of Auto login Process
Auto-login process begins from a user demand to open the
application stimulated when the user clicks the application
menu. When the menu has been clicked, the validation of
the registration for the login user information will be
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performed. Once it is complete rightly and properly, the
SSO portal will do the hidden background process to open
and fill in the form of application login with the login
information that has been registered by the user.
Subsequently, the portal will show the web frame
containing the application opened by the user.
The explanation of the process above can be modeled in
the flowchart in Fig 8 as follows:
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4. Presentation Integration
4.1 Managing Secondary Domain Application
As explained previously, a user is able to select the
application in secondary domain application through the
control panel provided in SSO portal in accordance with
the right to use the application.
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Fig. 8 – Process of Portal SSO Auto login

3.4 Design of Auto logout Process

Fig.10 – User Control Panel

To be able to use the application, the user must save the
information base by doing a registration in order to be able
to access the applications managed by SSO portal.

Other function that has been identified for SSO portal is by
automatically logging out the application when the user
signs out from the application of SSO portal and then
stimulates the function. When logging out, SSO portal
will call the logout links of each application managed y the
portal. Then, through the portal, it will make a hidden
interface that will do a hidden process to logout each
application.
The process illustrated above will be shown in Fig.9 below
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Fig.11 – Sample of Application Registration

Fig11 provides a sample of application registration in the
portal in this case the webmail of Diponegoro University.
The user here must give the webmail address and
password before confirming and saving the passwords.

Fig.9 - Auto logout Process
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Fig.12 – Displaying the application on menu bar

Fig.12 above furthermore shows the way to display the
application on the navigation menu of SSO portal. It
begins by clicking the edit button on the right side of
application that will be displayed. If the status of the
application shows that the application is not displayed, the
user can display the application by pressing the change
button. Once the status of the application has turned into
application is displayed, then clicking the activation of the
menu change in the lower part of application list.

4.2 Secondary Domain Application in Portal SSO
Frame
To register at the presentation level, SSO portal uses
HTML Frame to display the secondary domain application.
This domain application will display if the user
information base for the intended application is valid.
Fig.13 below is a sample of how the presentation of
integration webmail application in SSO portal will be.

Fig.14 – Presentation Integration between the System for Evaluation of
Teaching-Learning Process and SSO portal

5. The Result of Function Test
The functional testing of SSO portal administrator as listed
in Table 1 below shows the result of the test on the
Administrator’s functions available in the developed SSO
portal.
Table 1 – The Functional Testing of Administrator
of SSO Portal

Functions Tested

Fig.13 – Presentation Integration between Webmail Application
and SSO Portal

Fig.14 presents another sample in presenting the secondary
domain application system for the evaluation of a
teaching-learning process.

Expected
Results

Results

Making the SSO
portal of user by
administrator

The login made can
be used to enter the
SSO portal

Successful

Deleting the SSO
portal user by
administrator

User deleted will be
lost including the data
of the user

Successful

Seeking the user of
SSO portal by
administrator

User fulfilling the
criteria of searching
will display in the
table of searching
result

Successful

Resetting user’s
Portal SSO by
administrator

The SSO portal user
is not able to enter
using the old
password and must
enter using a new
password.

Successful

Table 2 below shows the result of the test to the functions
of the user existing in the developed Single Sign-On
portal.
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Table 2 – The Functional Test of User of SSO Portal

Functions Tested
Registration for the
application at
secondary domain
by the user of SSO
portal

Expected
Results
Information of login
user SSO portal in
secondary domain
application is stored
in database of SSO
portal

Result
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secondary domain application that makes the frame
size always be dynamic.

Successful

References

Auto login to
Secondary Domain
application

After clicking the link
of menu of secondary
domain application,
user of SSO portal is
able to auto login to
secondary domain
application

Successful

Manage link menu
secondary domain
application that will
be displayed in
navigation menu

In Menu navigation,
there will be a link to
secondary domain
application

Successful

Auto logout from
primary domain

If logging out from
SSO portal, it will
automatically log out
from all secondary
domain application

Working in
almost all
secondary
domain
application
except the
application
that use
dynamic
session key

6. Conclusions
From the result of the research on the development of
single-sign-on portal of Diponegoro University, some
conclusions are drawn as follows:
1) Using the approach of indirectly single-sign-on
developed in portal SSO, the session variables of
secondary domain application are still right running
well under the session of SS portal.
2) Similarly, the destroy session variabel for each of
application when logging out from SSO portal
mostly can run well; thus enabling to destroy the
session in the secondary domain application.
However, for the application of e-learning using the
content management system moodle, destroy
variabel session cannot run well due to the influence
of dynamic session key variable from moodle.
3) In view of the use of frame to do integration
presentation, handling the scrolling in the frame is
needed. It is caused by the dynamic content of
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